
3RD GRADE PERSUASIVE WRITING EXAMPLES

This persuasive writing pack includes a range of worksheets and activities to help support the teaching of persuasive
writing. non prep printable workbook.

Mint should stop making pennies. Persuasive writing helps students formulate specific reasons for their
opinions, and provides an opportunity to research facts related to their opinions. Here's a persuasive letter
written by an elementary school student from Crozet, VA: Watch: Bubble Gum Letters Create an authentic
writing opportunity that motivates students to write persuasive letters to a target audience. Simply click on
each image to download and print your own copy. The organizers made putting their thoughts into a clear
paragraph with supporting reasons and examples very easy for most students. Is it extra recess? The potential
closing of a library? The organizer below is my favorite to use once the students are more familiar with the
structure of opinion paragraphs. Those are shown below. Should all peanut products be banned? Have students
summarize their position. See related how-to videos with lesson plans in the Text Structures and Genres
section as well as the Writing Processes and Strategies section. There are many more sheets like these in
Scholastic Teachables. I hope you find a few of these tips and my graphic organizers helpful! I'd love to
connect with you on Twitter and Pinterest! Once the important privilege is chosen, have the child or class start
to list reasons why they should be allowed this privilege. Model, Model, Model! Using the name of a popular
cookie is a mnemonic device that helps my students remember the structural order their paragraphs need to
take: Opinion, Reason, Example, Opinion. My students did pretty well with the initial organizer and we used it
again to plan out opinion pieces on whether sledding should be banned in city parks. Other teachers in my
building use the resources for their grade level as well. Click on the images below to download and print.
Should we be allowed to download our own apps on the iPads the school gave us? How to teach persuasive
writing Have students listen to or read examples of persuasive writing. The more authentic the issue, the more
passionately your students will write. Because this was our first foray into example writing, we worked
through the organizer together. This resource shows the lifecycle of writing a persuasive letter to a child's
parents about where to vacation for the summer. As we continued to practice, different organizers were
introduced. Examples Language Arts This persuasive writing lesson from ReadWriteThink uses the Beverly
Cleary book Emily's Runaway Imagination as the springboard for kids to write letters to a librarian urging the
addition of certain titles to the library.


